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Selected Information in the Cleveland Institute of Art Library

*Act/React: Interactive Installation Art.*


*Ecstasy: In and About Altered States.* N 6494 .P79 E27 2005


Kim-Cohen, Seth. *In the Blink of an Ear: Toward a Non-Cochlear Sonic Art.*
NX 650 .S68 K56 2009


N 72 .C65 M32 2006


*The Secret Hotel: Janet Cardiff + George Bures Miller.*
To find more than additional books and exhibition catalogs that include Cardiff and Miller, use the CIA library’s Contemporary Artists Index (a free web resource created by the CIA library staff). To find articles on Cardiff and Miller, search Art Source (CIA access only)

SELECTED WEB RESOURCES

ARTstor (CIA access only) has Cardiff and Miller images of work
AskART (CIA access only) has Cardiff images and biographical and auction information
ArtNet (web resource) also has Cardiff and Miller images and exhibition information